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ELKA LEONARD
The artist

Self-taught painter, with a peculiar background, combining 
entrepreneurship and art, Elka Leonard has been painting on 
canvas for twenty-five years now, a pictorial universe full of 
colour and freedom. Sensitive to everything around her, she 
paints as close as possible to her inner reality.



FRAMED OUTSIDE 
AGREEMENTS

The style

«When I die, this is what they will say about me: this one has 
never belonged to any school, church, institution, academy, 
especially to any regime, except the regime of freedom.» 
(Gustave Courbet- 1870)

Elka Leonard is one of those artists who can only be defined by 
listing the movements to which she does not belong. 
It is the vivacity of her acrylics that first magnetically attracts 
the eye, then comes the perfect balance of her pictorial 
constructions. In her works, everything is clear, framed but 
with a peculiarity: her signature which is always an integral 
part of the painting. It’s up to the spectator to find it!



LIVE THE GREAT 
ADVENTURE 

OF BEING YOURSELF
The subject

Self-knowledge and the quest for freedom are the guiding 
principles of all her work. For Elka Leonard, it is not a question 
of playing a character, of appearing, but of being. 

By painting, Elka Leonard wishes to make the observer think 
about the man of the 21st century. The latter, trapped in a 
multitude of alienating injunctions, came to turn away from 
himself. On the level of thought, the time has come for laziness, 
passivity, which manifests itself in the acceptance of ideas 
without prior personal questioning or reflection, a submission 
to something external to oneself that governs the individual 
at his own expense, that encroaches on his free will. What 
place remains for inner silence, the emergence of ideas and 
thoughts? How to find your own free will?

Faced with this, her Women seek to recover their singularity. 
Epicurean, they let their aspirations and thoughts guide their 
choice. A new way of seeing the world that emerged.



WOMEN: A SOVEREIGN 
SENSUALITY
The interpreters

Her work is a tribute to femininity: women, women, the Creator, 
the one who gives life not only through birth but also through 
thought. Like Eve, who made the first act of freedom, tasting the 
apple and moving towards knowledge, her Women opened the 
way to free will.

Elka depicts them as independent, confident of themselves 
and their seduction. Like Oscar Wilde «capable of resisting 
everything but temptation», her Women are not content to 
exist, they want to live the great adventure of being themselves, 
to be tempted. Aesthetic, they have the simplest tastes: they are 
satisfied with the best.



FOUNDING MYTHS
The decor

Her characters evolve in typical universes, imbued with history 
and references, depositories of a French culture that is both 
retro and very contemporary. Elka Leonard dares to borrow 
references from all artistic fields. These maliciously sown 
details invite the viewer to imagine what is not said, suggested 
or censored. Each one is important: the pattern of a fabric, a 
cushion, or a sculpture.

The Roaring Twenties, and their new aspirations for freedom 
and joie de vivre, are her favourite time. The great cultural and 
intellectual effervescence of this period, marked by creativity 
and exuberance, is close to her personality. Paris, which 
became, for some, the centre of pleasure and an ostentatious 
luxury life, could be the living environment for her women.



A CINEMATOGRAPHIC 
PAINTING
The synopsis

Elka paints timeless tales where the woman plays with a man 
or the Man, hardly evoked but omnipresent... She stages 
herself before his eyes. The characters play between them 
scenes with a very precise dramaturgy in which the artist 
creates dark areas. The painting then becomes mental, it 
questions the notion of intimacy, memory and oblivion. 
Without ever revealing her vision, the artist offers everyone 
the opportunity to recognise themselves and choose their own 
interpretation.

Her works thus have an air of cinematographic painting. 
Each work is the theatre of a past, a present and a future that 
intertwine because, «what counts is the extra soul, the fullness 
of the past, and the excellence of the present. » André Bercoff.

Desire, omnipresent in her work, creates an inner tension that 
reconnects the being to itself. And if all her works evoke the 
deep self, it is through various scenarios that freedom takes 
place.



THE MUSE
Scénarii

A free and mysterious woman, with divine looks, she inspires 
men. A source of creativity, it connects the artist to his canvas, 
to his sensations. As a temptress, she is a source of life because, 
through the emotions she arouses, she gives meaning to the 
present moment. Then, alone, in the heart of a setting that 
seems to observe it, Elka Leonard’s Muse becomes bewitching 
and provokes desire.



THE PERFUM
Scénarii

According to Marlène Dietritch, the most seductive weapon 
a woman can carry are the perfumes that dress the body of 
her nymphs. As the stories unfold, they wrap themselves 
in mystery, they ignite the journey in which Elka Leonard 
takes us. A journey is full of unexpected surprises, which 
celebrates the extravagance of its timeless tales. A fragrance 
that goes beyond the limits of indecency, but keeps mythical 
fragrances in the blink of an eye: «Tobacco Taboo», «Tobacco 
Taboo», «The coveted hour»... The man, barely mentioned, 
but omnipresent, nests himself in a veil of blond tobacco fog, 
he lets us think in his wake that everything can change at 
any moment... His wild volutes, lit with ginger, lush red or 
red burn, open mysterious doors and deliver sweet words to 
unknown worlds.



THE APPEARANCES
Scénarii

More cerebral, this scenario plays on appearances. To know 
how to observe the other, to go beyond what we want to see, 
to stop the continuous propensity of thought to mentally 
rebuild objects. Learn to remain in the openness that the 
senses offer us, and let discovery enter the perception. A 
veil often interferes with the reality of things, the veil of our 
unconsciousness, and it is often through the gaze that the veil 
is torn. 

What do you see? What do you see? Who is she? Who is she? 
What the hell is she thinking? Go further, and look in the 
background for the keys to go beyond appearances. 
 



THE EXCESS
Scénarii

Moderation is fatal. Nothing succeeds as perfectly as excess. 
Elka Leonard highlights avant-garde artists, conscientious 
agitators, trend setters, who push shapes and concepts to 
excess, to surpass established diktats. The decor is minimalist, 
only the messages count.
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